
Premiere Control Stations 

PREM I ERE ® 
128 CHANNELS 512 DIMMERS 

+ World leading architectural lighting control system 

,!< Total flexibility via software configuration package 

,;, All control surfaces configurab le for a huge range of functions 
including multiple Templates 

,;- Macro fac ility allows almost any custom feature 

+ Up to 600 sing le or repeated events via astronomical time clock 
with sunrise and sunset offsets 

+ Up to 32 rooms with 128 lighting presets for every room 

,:< Output for up to 512 OMX dimmers or other devices including 
moving light s 

,!, Automatic lighting sequences and dynamic effects 

,!- Easy expans ion via multip le Premiere systems cont rolled by 
Premiere Network Manage r 

Premiere is an advanced programmable lighting contro l system able to solve 
almost any lighting problem in the built environment. Typical app lications are: 
Hotels, Restaurants, Conference Centres, Shopping Malls, Churches , 
Museums, Theme Parks, Arts Centres, Cruise Ships, Concert Halls and any 
other environment calling for effective and creative control of lighting. 

A Premiere system comprises a Central Processor which supports up to four 
installed C-LAN cables to distributed Control Stations. The Processor 
provides a multiplexed output signal to dimmer racks, non-dims or other 
devices, such as OMX-driven colour-changing luminaires. 

For larger installations, up to 15 Premiere systems can be linked together 
and contro lled "as one" through a PC based software package -
see Premiere Network Manager. 

Central Processor 
Premiere Processors are supplied in an enclosure for wall mounting and 
include a 3.5" floppy disk drive for initial loading of system configuration data 
and subsequent off-line storage of all recorded parameters . Each Premiere 
Processor supports 128 channels, across up to 32 rooms. Patching is fully 
flexible, allowing ~ither multiple channels per dimmer or multiple dimmers per 
channel. Up to 16 Control Stations may be connected to each C-LAN, 
making a total maximum of 64 Stations per Processor. Various multiplex 
protocols are supported, including 512 channels of OMX. 

Premiere Control Stations 
An extensive range of Premiere Stations is available to suit every requirement. 
The function of each individual pushbutton can be configured to perform 
more than 30 different commands . These include multi function macro 
commands , which will perform programmed routines initiated by a single 
push . Such macro sequences may be programmed wit_h names, which if 
assigned to an LCD Display Station will appear in the display window 
adjacent to the relevant pushbutton . There is also a fadlity for every Stat_ion 
to switch to a different operating template , enabling for instance the ab1l1ty to 
change the function of certain pushbuttons at different times of the day. 

Premier Network Manager 
Premiere Network Manager (PNM) is a software package running on a 
Windows• (V3.1 or later) or Windows• '95 PC, enabling real time control of up 
to 480 rooms control led by up to 15 networked Premiere systems. 
The prime applications are: 

1 Programming 
A laptop or other PC may be connected directly to a Premiere Processor or 
plugged into one of a networked installation of PNM Receptacle Stations at 
convenient locations in the site. PNM provides on-screen graphic 
representation of sliders, menus and check boxes which allow "live" 
programming of presets, fade times and other lighting functions for every 
room in the system. 

2 Lighting Management 
A centrally located PC running PNM can monitor all Premiere Processors in 
the system and give visual indication of prevailing active presets in every 
room and lockout status of every Station. Presets can be recalled and 
macros executed, stations or groups of stations may be locked or unlocked 
and rooms linked when removab le partitions are being used . 

The process of monitoring and controlling the Premiere network is simplified 
by creating customised Groups . These may be groups of Stations (e.g. to 
lockout those in public areas), or groups of rooms (eg to select a given 
preset for all restaurants) , or even a group of groups. System-wide clock 
events may be programmed for the network (ensuring syncronicity between 
Premiere systems), along with numerous other powerful features. 

The possibilities of Premiere are too numerous to list in full and 
installations will require careful planning. For more d_etailed information 
please refer to Strand Data Sheet 6.3.1. Valuable advice on planning and 
configuring a Premie re system is available from Strand 's experienced 
project teams . 

i 6.3.1 


